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Roth: A Tree in Winter: The Short Fiction of Stephen Crane

Russell Roth

A TREE IN WINTER: THE SHORT
FICTION OF STEPHEN CRANE
... even in the most imaginative flights there is
alwa)'s a holding back, a reservation. The classi·
cal poet never forgets this finiteness, this limit of
man. He remembers alwa)'s that he is mixed up
with the earth.-T. F. HULME

s' instincts were right when, in an essay
. written in 1900, the year of Stephen Crane's death,
. he mistook Crane for a New Englander. Actually,
.Crane's family had been a long time in New Jersey; Wells' mistake-a natural one-grew out of his speculations on

H

G. WE L L

a shelf of books, for the most part the pious and theological works of
various antecedent Stephen Cranes [that the writer] had been at some
pains to bring together.... Their very size and binding suggested a
dying impulse, that very same impulse that in its prime had carried
- the magnificence of Milton's imagery and the pomp and splendors of
Milton's prose. In Crane that impulse. was altogether dead. He began
stark-

It is here that \Vells loses the scent; for, although Crane be the
last, he is still a puritan. "Those certain enormous repudiations"
of his, that the Englishman notes, are puritan: they are not a
discarding of the puritan mode of thought, but rather of certain excrescences that had been attached to it. Crane is antihumanistic, anti-Renaissance; that is his starkness, as it is Hemingway'S. It is a starkness that results from moving backward:
moving downward from doctrine in an attempt to touch ground.
In Crane, the old Anglo-Saxon Puritan has become the new
Anglo-American puritan in fact. The continuing impulse of puritanism, which at first abhorred the ground of the New \Vorld,
now abhors the doctrine-or leading doctrine-of the Old. In
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Crane, puritanism and the spirit of place have merged: he has
struck even deeper roots into his native soil than Twain.
The "spirit of place," not often acknowledged these days, is
nonetheless an empirical reality in art. The serious writer is of a
given soil-of a given mind too, but the soil comes first. When
soil and mind are at odds, there is a conflict, a tension: a lack of
established "center" in the literary work. When they agree, it
might be said that the work is solidly grounded; instead of soil
and mind straining to touch (although most of th"e straining is
done by the mind) , the two are merged, almost indistinguishable. This would seem to be the condition of a stable literature.
It is a condition that America approaches.
In his "Edgar Allan Poe," Dr. William Carlos Williams speaks
of Poe's pioneer attempt to find a ground. Poe's criticism, says Dr.
Williams, "was a gesture to BEe LEA N," to be rid of the unrelated culture that such writers as Irving and Longfellow were trying to build in America. Poe realized that "Culture is still the
effect of cultivation ... in mastering them, to burst through the
peculiarities of an environment." Thus, he tells writers "to borrow nothing from the scene, but to put all 'the weight of effort
into the w R I TIN e"; he wants the writer "to stand off to SEE
instead of forcing himself too close." And, according to Dr. Williams, the Tales continue Poe's critical theories, bodying forth in
the critic's own creative practice these fundamental dicta:
In choice of material, abstract. 2. In method, a logical construction that clips away, in great part, the "scenery" near at hand in order
to let the real business of composition show. 3. A primitive awkwardness of diction, lack of polish, colloquialism that is, unexpectedly,
especially in the dialogues, much in the vein of Mark Twain.
1.

\Ve know that, in his own time, Poe was beaten by the forces
of the Europeanophiles and ultra-nationalists, with both of
whom he had joined battle. And yet the very fact that his technical theory (even if taken only as theory, and divorced from the
larger considerations that prompted it) does not startle the
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present-day writer, should indicate that someone continued the
battle-or, at least, continued to follow, perhaps unwittingly,
Poe's strategic plan.
Crane immediately comes to mind, as does Hemingway at his
best (In Our Time, The Old Man and the Sea) . Ambrose Bierce
is another possibility; but it is in Crane-three stories by Cranethe ground that Poe never really found but was only able to devise (and that, by indirection) a method for finding, is once and
for all to be discerned, and for the first time in American fiction.
It is seen as the nameless rescuer in "The Open Boat" (one of the
three stories) is seen, "the man who had been running and undressing, and undressing and running" along the beach: "He was
naked-naked as a tree in winter; but a halo was about his head,
and he shone like a saint."
achievement is in "The Open Boat" (1897), "The
Bride Comes to Yellow Sky" (18g8), and "The Blue Hotel"
(18gg) . There are other good things-even splendid things, such
as The Red Badge of Courage-but they will not measure up to
these. The other stories-lOAn Experiment in Misery," "HorsesOne Dash," and "The Price of the Harness" being, perhaps, the
best of them-have an unfinished quality, a sense of the writer
not having been fully engaged. The other novels-with the exception of l\faggie, which is still more of historical than of aesthetic
interest-are, quite frankly, bad. Crane was a miniaturist; he was
also a man who wrote a great deal in eight years (twelve volumes
in the collected lVork) . He was the kind of writer who had to hit
it right the first time; on three occasions he did.
The stories that emerged from these occasions have one quality
in common: what must be called, lacking a better word, impersonality. They are "from the outside" (Poe's "standing off to
SEE ") , but they are not what has come to be known as "naturalistic." If anything European, Crane is a "symbolist." In the context of this inquiry, he is an American-perhaps the fi·rst American-classicist.
CRA:'I/ E'S
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For Crane selects; he is restrained-as T. E. Hulme says of the
classicist, "he never flies away into the circumambient gas." Here
is an example from "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky," a description of the desperado, Scratchy 'Vilson, as he roams the streets:
The man's face flamed in a rage begot of whisky. His eyes, rolling,
and yet keen for ambush, hunted the still doorways and windows. He
walked with the creeping movement of the midnight cat. As it occurred to him, he roared menacing information. The long revolvers
in his hands were as easy as straws; they were moved with an electric
swiftness. The little fingers of each hand played sometimes in a musician's way. Plain from the low collar of the shirt, the cords of his
neck straightened and sank, straightened and sank, as passion moved
him. The only sounds were his terrible invitations~ The calm adobes
preserved their demeanour at the passing of this small thing in the
middle of the street.
This is perfect control, from that first closeup of the face, that
glance at the gait, the revolvers in the hands, the throat-to the
last, sudden elevation where we see the whole object for what it
really is: "this small thing in the middle of the street."
Crane opens and closes the story with two such pieces of imaging, which, taken by themselves, indicate how the direction of
the narrative (as opposed to the direction of the passage above)
has been from the general to the particular. The opening is almost epIC:
. The great Pullman was whirling onward with such dignity of motion that a glance from the window seemed simply to prove that the
plains of Texas were pouring eastward. Vast flats of green grass, dullhued spaces of mesquit and cactus, little groups of frame houses,
woods of light and tender trees, all were sweeping into the east, sweeping over the horizon, a precipice.
And the last two sentences in the story-'Vilson again:
He picked up his starboard revolver, and, placing both weapons in
their holsters, he went away. His feet made funnel-shaped tracks in
the heavy sand.
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Crane's power is in this: the reader is given a chain of shrewdly
selected, perfectly realized places and things (not "persons." in
the humanist sense; in Crane. the persons are also "things") by
which he, the reader. is led through the "loose-strung mass" of
locality for locality's sake that Poe abhorred. The whole method
of Crane (as it has been Hemingway's only partially realized
method) is to impose a pattern-let it be admitted. a subjective
pattern-on the "real" (nada, in Hemingway's terms) ; and his
singularity as an artist is that it is a puritan (vide: persons as
"things") pattern that he has imposed.
His greatness as an artist, thus. would seem to be owing to the
twin facts that the puritan pattern in his time had lost at least
half- the doctrinal half-of its strength; and that despite this
Crane continued to stare straightforwardly, courageously, at the
world from what is the essential puritan position. That is to say.
he did not capitulate to the utopian humanism of his day; nor
did he regress to the position of the doctrinal Puritan of 1621.
described by Dr. \Villiams as a man who "looking black at the
world and damning its perfections praises a zero in himself."
This is not Crane. but he is still a puritan.
He is the essential puritan, "one who affects great purity or
strictness"; and then, beyond this, has the courage to go out and
meet the world. Such a man, lacking the doctrine that cushions
or holds off the world. is doomed to defeat; and as a worldling,
should he change sides. he is also doomed because of the configurations of that puritan skeleton within him of which he can't be
rid.
He can only triumph, as Crane did-in art: by not only recording the collision of purity (form) and impurity (substance);
but. by virtue of the collision and his control over it, making the
mer~er of these two forces. as they collide, permanent. That is
what the classicist does. And in a classically-ordered society
(which Crane's was not, anymore than ours is) , the classical art-
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ist may also be the classical man. Puritanism and the world need,
not be considered separately as they are here: as separate forces,
they have disappeared from the critic's ken.
It is a problem in cultivation-to return to Dr. Williams' fig:
ure in the Poe essay-to create a grounded, classical (which also
means native) art, an art in which soil and mind agree. It is as
though we are at sea in an open boat, to begin. In this first of
Crane's great stories, the aesthetico-social problem not only underlies but is virtually one with the literal story. The problem is
the skeleton; the narrative gives it flesh:
None of them knew the colour of the sky. Their eyes glanced level,
and were fastened upon the waves that swept toward them. . . . all
of the men knew the colours of the sea.
"The Open Boat," like "The Bride" and "The Blue Hote},"
proceeds in a chain or series of perfectly realized things and
places; and, like them, aesthetically speaking, is "a problem in
small-boat navigation." It is a very simple story, almost plotless,
"Intended to be after the Fact"; but in its reporting of how the
four survivors of a ship-sinking-"a captain, an oiler, a cook, and
a correspondent"-finally reach shore, it is more than mere exposition. It is a dramatic celebration of what it means to live; and
living, for Crane, entails such hazards as the following:
The bird flew parallel to the boat and di'd not circle, but made short
sidelong jumps in the air in chicken-fashion. His black eyes were
wistfully fixed upon the captain's head. "Ugly brute," said the oiler
to the bird. "You look as if you were made with a jackknife." The
cook and the correspondent swore darkly at the creature. The captain
naturally wished to knock it away with the end of the heavy painter,
but he did not dare do it, because anything resembling an emphatic
gesture would have capsized this freighted boat; and so, with his open
hand, the captain gently and carefully waved the gull away.
For even gulls have the advantage over man in certain situations;
and yet the point of the captain's action is this: man, with supe-
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riOT craft, can survive anything. But it must be craft (the "careful

wave") that he uses; not sheer, unthinking force (the "emphatic
gesture") , or a complete passivity.
Hemingway is foreshadowed by Crane in the latter's insistence
that the "real" can be bridged by man only with forms that take
into account the true nature of the "real." And that nature-to
Hemingway and Crane-is planned chaos. Only the artist can
show us the plan, and then only after the fact. The wisdom of
man, this attitude implies-what wisdom he has been able to
garner-is resident in his art.
It is a traditionalist attitude; and Crane, despite the popular
assumption that he "swept everything aside" and "made a fresh
start," is very much a traditionalist; he is in the line from Poe.
That is why we see the ground with him (with Poe, we are still
underground): it has burgeoned into a naked tree that will.
sooner or later, bear fruit.
But winter weather remains, symbolized by fear-in its typical. ly puritan variety, the fear to touch. This is the fear of real community, the consequences of which are aggressive force or passive
withdrawal. It is Crane's great subject-in "The Blue Hotel."
Here is his magnum opus: the story of a man-a Swede-a traveller, who finds himself one wintry morning in a bleak Nebraska
town. He is a man who, without knowing it himself, is determined to die. He is thus determined because he is "a badly frightened man," and, as the story proceeds, seals off his always possible
escape back into life by building a house (a "blue hotel"?) of
metaphysical cards on that fright ....
It is an almost-Russian story, remindful at times of both Chek·
hov and Dostoevsky. The action is mad because the Swede is mad
-mad with fear. Fear of what? That is hard to say. But the fact
remains that he will not join-that he fights tooth and nail not to
join-the community of human beings foregathered at Scully's
Palace Hotel. It is a community which makes the warmest overtures to him; to which he replies that he knows that they are go-
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ing to kill him, accuses the landlord's son of cheating at cards and
beats him in a fight; then goes to a far less friendly place, a saloon,
where, trying to force a gambler to drink with him, he is stabbed
to death, his sightless eyes "fixed upon a dreadful legend that
dwelt atop of the cash-machine: 'This registers the amount of
your purchase.' "
A larger moral is drawn by one of the characters in the story,
the Easterner, who declaims: "Every sin is the result of a collaboration. 'Ve, five of us, have collaborated in the murder of this
Swede ... you, I, Johnnie [who had really been cheating], old
Scully; and that fool of an unfortunate gambler came merely as
a culmination, the apex of a human movement, and gets all the
punishment."
But the story is rife with morals. For example, the Swede is a
European and in a strange country which he fears. D. H. Lawrence would have said he feared "the spirit of place," and rightly,
for "'Vhen you are actually in America, America hurts ... it has
a powerful disintegrative influence upon the white psyche."
''''hether or not it does, the Swede acts as though it does: "Gentlemen," he says at one point, "1 suppose I am going to be killed
before I can leave this house!" Earlier, with no provocation, he
had made the remark "that some of these 'Vestern communities
were very dangerous." So he fights Fort Romper-home of the
blue hotel-in its way civilized and of a demonstrated kindliness,
in much the same manner as those English Puritans fought the
wilderness of Massachusetts: out of fear, a demonic force. "The
Blue Hotel" seems to lengthen this truism: out of force, an untimely death.
For Crane saw the beginning and the end. He hoped for a different end. In brief, he hoped to see the bride come to Yellow
Sky: but what he really saw was the blue hotel, and that "A singular disadvantage of the sea lies in the fact that after successfully
sunnounting one wave you discover that there is another behind
it just as important...."
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And yet even here, in "The Open Boat," there is still hope, for
"\Vhen it came night, , , , and the wind brought the sound of the
great sea's voice to the men on shore, . , they felt that they could
then be interpreters," All had survived but the oiler:
The welcome of the land to the men from the sea was warm and
generous; but a still and dripping shape was carried up the beach,
and the land's welcome for it could only be the different and sinister
hospitality of the grave.
I

Out of strength, sweetness: a naked, saintly tree. But a tree
unable to save the man who tended the machines.
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